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Introduction:  Snyffr provides a great opportunity to achieve more than a 10x return in 5 years through a ‘value’ driven Trade 

Exit or Market Listing. The app is a revolutionary new social media app that enhances the way we search and 
connect. 

 
   One of today’s real problems is that people are constantly overwhelmed with the plethora of information 

available. So much so that searching has become a very unproductive exercise. An average user can spend 
around 21% of their online time on searches alone and yet search results are becoming less relevant due to 
the speed of which information changes. With the fact that the searches are mostly done now on mobile 
devices, changing location has also been a factor contributing towards poor search results.  

 
   Snyffr is an app that allows people to find relevant matches based on real time geolocation. It uses the simple 

concept of using ‘cards’ to describe each of their interests, skills, personality traits or possessions. A user can 
use these cards to either “Snyff” for other users with matching cards or be “Snyffed” themselves. For example, 
a user can create a “Snyff" for an accountant to submit their tax return and once their mobile device gets close 
to an accountant (who is also using the Snyffr app and has an accountant card on his profile), a notification will 
be triggered informing the users of a match. A chat can then be triggered by either user. 

 
   Skills are one of the “categories” in Snyffr.  Other categories are interest, dating and market. 
 
   What Snyffr does is solve the two key problems by filtering based on geolocation and real time changes to 

information. It merges the two fields of social network together with searches into one common platform. Also 
to help with the information overload, Snyffr uses passive search technology to scan in the background and 
only display relevant search results as it appears. This is as compared to the current way of doing search where 
you have to trigger manually a search and be returned with hundreds of search results of which many would 
not be relevant. Snyffr also allows individuals who are communicating to break the ice by highlighting the key 
similarities between them. 

 
Current Position: The Snyffr app and backend platform has been currently developed for the iOS platform. It is feature complete 

including a strong monetisation ability. It will launch into the App Store once both the development on the 
Android platform and backend optimization are complete; alongside triggering marketing efforts.  Target 
launch date 15 September 2017. 

 
Team:             This opportunity is about a team who have the competence and track record to deliver digital solutions: 

Dzulkiflee Taib– CEO – Software producer, owner, entrepreneur & CEO of a technology company 

                         Andrea Ferrando – CTO – App dev expert and digital technology specialist 

                         Jonathan Balallo – Creative Director – Expertise in UI/UX and Graphic Design 

 Richard Bevan – CFO Chartered Accountant, business owner & entrepreneur 

 

Exit Strategy: Looking at the current trends in the social media world, there has been a growing need to converge the specific 

functionality of each social media platform into a common unified one. A common exit scenario is the potential 

acquisition by other social media platform or search engines. 

 

 

 

 

 

Company Name: AZA TECH LTD – t/a Snyffr 

Industry: App  

Location: London, United Kingdom 

Financing Sought:  £650,000 in exchange for equity 
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All of our projections at this stage are based on the UK market, however there is a very exciting opportunity to 

further launch this technology to other cities such as those in USA and Australia to an extent where there is 

possibility of going world wide. If this were to happen, there might be a possibility of going public. 

 

Use of Funds:   SEIS £150K: 

Android Development and Backend Optimisation through to launch - £60k 

Marketing Costs - £90k (includes marketing tools, physical marketing, paid search ongoing content creation 

and PR) 

 

Type of Investment: Equity stake. Based on this investment we are projecting the following figures: 

 

ROI 18.0                 times

TOTAL

Year 1 Year 2 Year 3 3 years

Total Revenue           281,541      12,973,678      45,082,577    58,337,796 

Gross Profit % 94% 94% 96% 95%

EBITDA (        351,489 )        8,988,093      36,040,604    44,677,208 

Net Profit (        473,108 )        8,797,310      35,853,845    44,178,047 

Growth in Net Profit                       -   100% 308%

Sign Ups - 30 day free trials           129,646        2,247,300        9,843,724      9,843,724 

Consumer subscribers - £6/mth (gross)*                   828              24,164              99,269            99,269 

Conversion - consumer subscribers 0.6% 1.1% 1.0% 1.0%

Corporate subscribers - £60/mth (gross)                     14                   447                1,903              1,903 

Revenue from Subscriptions              10,094           674,633        2,015,244      2,699,972 

Revenue from Boosts & Others              15,780        1,880,937      24,297,749    26,194,466 

Revenue from advertising/ PPC           255,667      10,418,107      39,554,412    50,228,186 

New Investment required**           650,000                       -                         -           650,000 

*£30 gross/ £25 net of VAT and 10 months for 12 months annual subscriptions

**Splits £150k SEIS/ £500k EIS


